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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.0 This is a Preliminary Review of Landscape Character and Visual Amenity, prepared by FPCR 
Environment & Design Ltd on behalf of Bloor Homes. 

1.1 The report considers land at Stow-on-the-Wold, Cotswolds, hereon referred to as the site. The site 
lies on the north eastern edge of Stow-on-the-Wold on land east of the Tesco supermarket. The 
site is shown in Figures 1-2. 

1.2 As part of any potential planning application, primary design and mitigation measures would be 
developed and embedded within the scheme. This would ensure that the disposition of built uses 
within the site are sensitively assimilated into the local landscape, so that the impact and 
consequential effects on landscape and visual receptors is minimised.  

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.0 The purpose of this report is to explore landscape character1 and visual amenity2. It also assesses 
the ability for the landscape of the site and its context to absorb change in the form of new 
development.  

2.1 The level of impacts and effects on landscape character and visual amenity cannot be determined 
at this stage, as there is no fixed masterplan or set development proposals in which to assess. 
Whilst the report does not assess a masterplan or specific development proposals, it does include 
a series of design principles that can help guide development upon the site. These principles, which 
can be expanded through the masterplanning process, are focused on minimising landscape and 
visual impacts through well-designed mitigation and enhancement strategies. 

2.2 Reasoned assumptions have been made on the landscape components of the site and its visibility 
based upon the initial field work analysis. It is expected that any planning application for 
development would include further detailed analysis through the means of a Landscape & Visual 
Appraisal (LVA). The baseline work of the LVA - alongside other environmental, planning and 
technical work - would guide the masterplanning process and the proposed development. The LVA 
would provide judgments on the magnitude of change and the level of effects on receiving 
landscape receptors3 and visual receptors4 as a result of the proposed development.  

METHODOLOGY  

2.3 This report has been prepared using the guidance contained within the Guidelines for Landscape 
and Visual Impact Assessment GLVIA3 (2013)5. The report provides an understanding of the 
landscape that would potentially be affected, in terms of constituent elements, character, condition 
and value. For the visual baseline this includes an understanding of the area in which people 
experience views of the site, and the nature of these views.  

 

 

 
1 Landscape Character: A distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of elements in the landscape that makes one landscape 
different form another, rather than better or worse [GLVIA3 definition] 
2 Visual Amenity: The overall pleasantness of the views people enjoy of their surroundings, which provides an attractive visual setting 
or backdrop for the enjoyment of activities of people living, working, recreating, visiting or travelling through an area [GLVIA3 definition] 
3 Landscape receptors: Defined aspects of the landscape resource that have the potential to be affected by a proposal [GLVIA 
definition] 
4 Visual receptors: Individuals and/or defined groups of people who have the potential to be affected by a proposal [GLVIA3 definition] 
5 Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition, Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental 
Management and Assessment, April 2013 
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Landscape Character 

2.4 The baseline landscape is described by reference to existing landscape character assessments 
and by a description of the site and its context through the initial field work analysis. Further field 
work would take place as part of an application process. 

2.5 The characteristics of the existing landscape resource are considered in respect of the 
susceptibility of the landscape resource to accommodate change arising from development.  

2.6 A range of landscape effects can arise through development. These can include: 

• Change or loss of elements, features, aesthetic or perceptual aspects that contribute to the 
character and distinctiveness of the landscape; 

• Addition of new elements that influence character and distinctiveness of the landscape; and 

• Combined effects of these changes. 

Visual Amenity 

2.7 A series of preliminary viewpoints and associated photographs are included. These provide 
representative views towards the site (and therefore development) for visual receptors. The views 
typically illustrate what can be seen from a variety of distances and from different viewing 
experiences. 

2.8 The visual receptors most susceptible to change are generally likely to include: 

• Residents at home; 

• People engaged in outdoor recreation, including use of public rights of way, whose 
  attention or interest is likely to be focused on the landscape or particular views; 

• Visitors to heritage assets or other attractions, where views of surroundings are an 
  important contributor to the experience; and 

• Communities where views contribute to the landscape setting enjoyed by residents in the 
  area. 

2.9 Visual receptors likely to be less sensitive to change include: 

• People engaged in outdoor sport or recreation which does not involve or depend upon 
  appreciation of views of the landscape; 

• People at their place of work whose attention may be focused on their work or activity, 
  not on their surroundings. 
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3.0 LANDSCAPE CONTEXT  

3.0 The baseline studies determine and describe the current condition of those aspects of the 
environment that are likely to be affected by any development.  

3.1 The baseline studies have been formulated following a review of published landscape 
characterisation work, alongside preliminary field surveys of the site and the surrounding 
landscape. This has included an understanding of the area of landscape that may be affected and 
the area in which the development may be visible. 

 Designations 

3.2 Figure 4 shows designations within the study area. 

3.3 The site and its surroundings are located within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB), which also covers Stow-in-the-Wold. 

3.4 Cultural heritage designations include the Grade II listed ‘St. Edward’s Well’, which is located 
adjacent to the southern boundary of the site along Monarch’s Way. Summer House (Fosseway 
House) is a Grade II listed building located approximately 115m to the south-west. Stow-on-the-
Wold Conservation Area covers a large proportion of the existing settlement and includes a small 
area of woodland within the south-western section of the site. A Scheduled Monument is located 
on the opposite side of the valley adjacent to Camp Gardens. A Registered Park and Garden and 
Scheduled Monument are located to the west of Stow-on-the-Wold. 

Landscape Character 

3.5 Figure 3 shows the published landscape character assessments which cover the site and study 
area. 

National Character  

3.6 Landscape character is assessed by Natural England through the use of National Character Area 
(NCA) Profiles. The site lies within NCA 107 ‘Cotswolds’. The key characteristics of this NCA 
include the following:  

• ‘Defined by its underlying geology: a dramatic limestone scarp rising above adjacent lowlands 
with steep combes, and outliers illustrating the slow erosion of escarpments. The limestone 
geology has formed the scarp and dip slope of the landscape, which in turn has influenced 
drainage, soils, vegetation, land use and settlement. 

• Open and expansive scarp and high wold…dissected by river valleys. 

• Arable farming dominates the high wold and dip slope while permanent pasture prevails on the 
steep slopes of the scarp and river valleys with pockets of internationally important limestone 
grassland. 

• Drystone walls define the pattern of fields of the high wold and dip slope. On the deeper soils 
and river valleys, hedgerows form the main field boundaries. 

• Ancient beech hangers line stretches of the upper slopes of the scarp, while oak/ash woodlands 
are characteristic of the river valleys. Regular blocks of coniferous and mixed plantations are 
scattered across the open high wold and dip slope. 
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• The majority of the principal rivers flow south-eastwards forming the headwaters of the Thames 
with the exception of rivers in the west which flow into the River Avon and then the Severn 
Estuary. 

• Rich history from Neolithic barrows, iron-age hill forts and Roman roads and villas to deserted 
medieval villages, grand country houses, cloth mills and Second World War airfields. The field 
patterns largely reflect both the medieval open field system, with fossilised areas of ridge and 
furrow, and later planned enclosures. 

• Locally quarried limestone brings a harmony to the built environment of scattered villages and 
drystone walls, giving the area a strong sense of unity for which the Cotswolds are renowned. 
Bath stone is also famous and has been used for building since Roman times … Parkland, 
gardens and historic designed landscapes are features particularly of the dip slope and broad 
lowland, such as … parkland at Stanway, Chastleton.’ 

Local Character 

Cotswolds AONB Landscape Character Assessment 

3.7 Landscape characterisation has been undertaken at the level of the Cotswolds AONB. The 
southern section of the site lies within the ‘Vale Farmlands’ Landscape Type (15) and the ‘Vale of 
Moreton Farmed Slope’s Landscape Character Area (15B). 

3.8 The key characteristics of the ‘Vale Farmlands’ Landscape Type include the following: 

• Transitional landscape between the High Wold and the Pastoral Lowland Vale; 

• smooth gentle landform with gentler landform on lower slopes, and sense of exposure on 
some upper slopes; 

• small, often geometric, broadleaf and coniferous woodlands and tree belts along 
watercourses draining the slopes; 

• large deciduous and mixed woodlands bordering parkland, integrated by strong hedgerow 
network; 

• limited ancient woodlands and species rich grasslands; 

• numerous historic parkland landscapes; 

• productive arable and pasture farmland with a strong pattern of hedgerows; 

• small stone-built villages and hamlets on slopes above the Pastoral Lowland Vale; 

• scrub encroachment on some steeper slopes. 

3.9 The description of the ‘Vale of Moreton Farmed Slopes’ Landscape Character Area includes the 
following: 

‘This represents an extensive landscape character area and defines the Pastoral Lowland Vale of 
the Vale of Moreton within the AONB boundary. This landscape supports a high proportion of 
pasture land although significant areas of arable farming are evident rolling over the upper slopes 
onto the neighbouring High Wold and on lower gentler slopes neighbouring the Pastoral Lowland 
Vale. These varying agricultural land uses form a patchwork of coloured fields on the gentle slopes, 
emphasised by the network of neat hawthorn hedges that define them. Fields at the base of the 
slope extend into the vale and are often moderately sized and regular in shape. Larger amorphous 
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fields exist on the middle and upper slopes and are often used for arable farming. Sloping landform 
makes these landscapes highly visible from the vale and as a consequence, gappy sections of 
hedgerow are more readily identifiable. 

The Vale is broadest in the north at over 7km (4.3 miles). Here, views from the upper Farmed 
Slopes of the far slopes of the vale are visible as a low scarp above the rolling pastoral lowlands. 
The Vale of Moreton, however, becomes narrower to the south and views across the lowlands to 
the opposite slopes become clearer and field patterns more discernible. ... 

Woodlands, although not a significant feature of the landscape, make an important contribution to 
the visual appeal of the landscape and often provide a wooded backdrop to views across the 
vale…. Orchards are more prevalent than on the Vale of Bourton Farmed Slopes. These tend to 
be small and sited on the lower slopes bordering the Pastoral Lowland Vale ... 

Settlements are generally small and clustered along routes up the Farmed Slopes …’ 

3.10 The north-western section of the site and Stow-on-the-Wold itself is located within the ‘High Wold’ 
Landscape Type (7) and the ‘Cotswolds High Wold Plateau‘ Landscape Character Area (7c). 

3.11 The key characteristics of the ‘High Wold’ Landscape Type include the following: 

• Broad, elevated, gently undulating plateau area dissected by a network of dry valleys with 
distinctive convex profile valley sides; 

• expansive long-distance views across the open plateau, and to distant hills beyond the 
Severn Vale; 

• elevated areas of plateau surrounded by deeply incised valleys; 

• predominantly arable land use with some improved pasture/grass leys, and very limited 
permanent pasture mainly confined to valley bottoms; 

• large scale, regular fields mainly enclosed by dry stone walls, together with hedgerows with 
very occasional hedgerow trees, and post and wire fencing; 

• small to moderate size geometric farm woodlands, many comprising small coniferous and 
broadleaved plantations and shelterbelts, and plantations bordering roads; 

• settlement limited to small stone-built villages and hamlets, generally within valleys, and 
isolated farmsteads and individual dwellings; 

• network of mainly linear roads following ridge tops, and linking settlements; 

• evidence of long period of occupation of the land; 

• remnants of once more extensive commons survive on the fringes of the escarpment. 

3.12 The description of the ‘Cotswolds High Wold Plateau’ Landscape Character Area includes the 
following: 

‘The Cotswolds High Wold plateau comprises the largest section of the High Wold extending 
immediately east of the head of the Miserden Valley near Birdlip north eastwards across the plateau 
to above Chipping Campden and west of Stow-on-the-Wold. The area embraces all the 
characteristics of the High Wold. Here, the influence of the underlying geology is particularly 
strongly expressed, from the dramatic, gently undulating, and expansive upland plateau landform, 
dissected by dry valleys, and light stony soil, through to the harmonious relationship between the 
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network of limestone walls and buildings with their surroundings. The sense of scale and openness 
is particularly apparent, as well as the effects of an intensive managed agricultural landscape. 

As is characteristic of the High Wold, woodland cover is not extensive and restricted to small 
deciduous plantations, walled corner copses and shelterbelts close to farms. Many were obviously 
planted at the time of the enclosures and are an integral part of the landscape. However, a 
significant number are modern coniferous plantations and offer little to landscape character. 
Perhaps the most evocative plantings are those of beech and pine although many are apparently 
nearing maturity. 

Settlement of the Cotswolds High Wold Plateau is sparse. Enclosure age farmsteads are located 
throughout the landscape, often some distance from villages and hamlets, and generally located 
within the shelter offered by valleys draining the plateau… A number of deserted medieval villages 
are also located on the plateau… 

Telecommunication masts dominate some sections of the High Wold close to the escarpment 
edge… The tall structures affect the perceived scale of the escarpment. Pylon lines are also 
intrusive features across this part of the High Wold…’ 

Stow-on-the-Wold Site Assessments Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability 
Assessment (SHELAA) (2021) 

3.13 An assessment of potential housing sites has been undertaken for the district. The assessment 
considers a total of 73 sites at Stow-on-the-Wold, which include smaller parcels of land within the 
settlement boundary as well as larger sites to the north, east and south of the town. Only one site 
(S55B) at Tall Trees is considered suitable for development. The remaining 72 sites are discounted 
for a variety of reasons including: issues with ownership; falling below the five-dwelling threshold; 
and because they have been previously developed. The larger settlement edge sites (S14; S22B; 
S49; S50; S54; S61; S65) are predominantly discounted for landscape reasons. 

3.14 The majority of the site itself is located within Site S61 (Land East of Roman Road) (figure 4), 
which is assessed as being of ‘High’ landscape sensitivity as follows: 

‘This parcel is susceptible to development due to its rural character and location within the 
Cotswolds AONB. It has openness to views from the east and would also impact upon views from 
the north and south. Development of this sensitive parcel would erode the prevailing character and 
cause the encroachment of the built settlement into this valued rural landscape. The parcel’s value 
is demonstrated by its location within the AONB and its contribution to the setting of the 
Conservation Area that is present to the south-west and the approach to the settlement. This 
approach to the settlement from the east is recognised along a publicly accessible rural lane that 
also forms part of the promoted walking route known as The Monarch’s Way. St Edward’s Well is 
a listed structure present along this walking route to the south of the parcel and contributes to the 
tranquil experience enjoyed along this lane.’ 

3.15 The assessment also provides the following summary in relation to Site 61; 

‘The site is on the same side of Stow as the refused planning permission for up to 146 dwellings 
on the Land east of Griffin Close site, which subsequently had an appeal dismissed. With S61, 
however, not only would the development also be considered to be ‘major development within the 
AONB’ but the scale of development would be considerably larger and more harmful to the AONB 
than the Land east of Griffin Close site. The site is on higher ground than the Griffin Close site and 
is more visible within the surrounding landscape.  
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Stow is a hilltop town and development in this location would not be in keeping with the settlement 
pattern. The scale of development on a slope would erode the character of the town, as well the 
rural setting in which the town sits. It would adversely affect the intrinsic value of the AONB and the 
proposal is assessed to have “High” landscape impact. 

The development of S61 would also harm the rural setting of a Scheduled Monument, it would harm 
the setting of the Conservation Area, and it would harm the settings of a Grade I listed building and 
a Grade II listed building. Other considerations, such as the loss of productive agricultural land, 
whether the access via Broadwell Road is suitable for the scale of development and potential 
archaeological issues would also need to be explored further but may also be further constraints to 
the development of this site.’ 

3.16 The assessment goes onto the following opportunities: 

• “If this site were to be developed, there is an opportunity within the site to better link the 
woodland belt that runs along the southern boundary (Well Lane) with the woodland along 
the western boundary. This would create a continuous corridor which connects with the 
woodland running along Broadwell Road to the north; 

• There is also potential to enhance the less well-established hedgerows with a greater 
diversity of species, as well as restoring the historic field pattern with new species rich 
hedgerows; 

• Looking beyond the site boundaries, an enhanced wildlife corridor could also be provided 
with the watercourse close to the southern boundary, although this would be subject to 
third party agreement” 

3.17 It is important to note that the SHELAA assessment is based upon a development of up to 350 
dwellings whilst the emerging design proposals are for a development of up to 240 dwellings. This 
reduced scale of development would allow for the creation of landscape buffers and set-backs to 
the more sensitive landscape and heritage features identified by the SHELAA including St 
Edward’s Well, the Conservation Area and Monarch’s Way. It would also allow for provision of 
extensive new green infrastructure and for built development to be set back from more steeply 
sloping areas of ground along the southern boundary in order to reflect the settlement pattern of 
existing development on the opposite side of the valley at Camp Gardens and Griffin Close. The 
design response and emerging design approach are considered further at Section 5.0 of this report. 

4.0 SITE AND IMMEDIATE CONTEXT 

Site and Immediate Context 

4.0 The Context Plan (Figure 1) and the Aerial Photograph (Figure 2) illustrate the site and its 
surrounding landscape context. The site comprises an area of agricultural land, which adjoins the 
north-eastern edge of Stow-on-the-Wold. A Tesco superstore, Hawkesbury Place – a modern 
retirement living complex - and Edwardstow Court Care Home are located immediately to the west. 
A belt of semi-mature tree planting runs along the western boundary of the site and is covered by 
a Tree Protection Order (TPO). 

4.1 Immediately to the north of the site beyond a roadside hedgerow and trees is Broadwell Road 
(A429), which extends east towards Broadwell. To the east is more farmland, which is bound by 
hedgerows and belts of tree cover and interspersed by copses, individual mature trees and larger 
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blocks of woodland. Built development to the east is limited to occasional larger residential 
properties and agricultural buildings associated Jacquist’s Grange and the Holistics Academy. 

4.2 Monarch’s Way (Wells Lane) extends along the southern boundary of the site. The southern 
boundary of the site is defined by an embankment and mature hedgerow and tree cover, which 
effectively filters and screens views into the site itself from this section of the Monarch’s Way. 
Further to the south is minor valley, which comprises agricultural fields, mature trees and a small 
watercourse. Existing residential development is located on the southern side of the valley at Camp 
Gardens. The potential to use this area as a proposed new Country Park as part of the development 
is being explored. 

4.3 The centre of Stow-on-the-Wold is located to the south of the site. Historically the settlement 
occupied the plateau landscape to the east of the A429 Roman Road/Fosse Way but has expanded 
east and south with settlement extending onto lower-lying land to the south-east at Griffin Close. 
Some expansion has also occurred northwards but it is noticeable that development to the west of 
the A429 has been far more limited. 

Topography  

4.4 Figure 5 illustrates the topography of the site and study area. The site in a south-easterly direction 
from a high point of 234m AOD in the north-western corner to a low point of 202m AOD in the 
south-eastern corner adjacent to Monarch’s Way. The southern section of the site is noticeably 
more steeply sloping than the main body of the site to the north and forms an embankment where 
the site is located adjacent to Monarch’s Way. Landform to the south of the site continues to fall to 
form a minor valley. The historic core of Stow-in-the-Wold itself is generally located on a plateau of 
higher ground at around 220-230m AOD with development to the east extending beyond the 180m 
AOD contour. 

 Landscape Value 

4.5 Landscape value can apply to a landscape area as a whole, or to the individual elements, features 
and aesthetic or perceptual dimensions which contribute to the character of the landscape. In all 
landscapes there will be variances in the level of landscape value depending on a number of 
factors. LI TGN 02-21 sets out those elements that are generally agreed to influence value and a 
review of these is set out below. 

Landscape Designations: The site and the surrounding landscape fall within the Cotswolds AONB. 
The AONB covers all of Stow-on-the-Wold and nearby settlements such as Broadwell.  

Natural Heritage: An initial assessment of ecological assets has been undertaken. The site and its 
immediate context are not covered by any statutory ecological designations. The site is dominated 
by habitats of limited ecological value or botanical interest, with arable dominating the northern 
parcel and improved grassland the southern parcel. 

Cultural Heritage: An initial assessment of built heritage assets has been undertaken. There are a 
number of designated heritage assets within the vicinity of the site, and the Conservation Area 
adjoins the southwest corner of the site. Whilst there are no listed buildings within the site, those 
close to the site include St Edward’s Well, Summer House (Fosseway House) and a Telephone 
Kiosk and Drinking Fountain. Due to intervening development, natural screening and distance from 
the site, the assets share no inter-visibility with the site. Intervening development and screening 
also lessen the visual prominence of St Edward’s Parish Church from the southern part of the site. 
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Landscape Condition: The site comprises an area of agricultural land at the settlement edge, which 
is bound by hedgerows and trees. Some of these features are in good condition whilst others are 
more variable. 

Associations: The site is not known to have any particular cultural associations in terms of 
significant artists or writers or historic events. 

Distinctiveness: The site and its immediate context does not contain any particularly unusual 
landscape features. Although the hedgerows and trees within the site are worthy of retention and 
enhancement, they are common features within the surrounding landscape.  

Recreation Value: The site is not publicly accessible and contains no Public Rights of Way. Whilst 
Monarch’s Way extends along the southern boundary of the site, visibility is restricted by the 
intervening embankment and vegetation. 

Perceptual (Scenic): The site is located on an area of elevated ground adjacent to the existing 
settlement edge and forms part of the landscape setting of Stow-on-the-Wold. Whilst longer 
distance views the site may be possible from the wider landscape to the east, views from local 
roads and footpaths in the vicinity of the site are restricted by intervening tree cover and built 
development. Longer distance views of the site would be seen in the context of existing built 
development at the eastern edge of Stow-on-the-Wold. 

Perceptual (Wildness and tranquillity): The site is an area of managed agricultural land located at 
the settlement edge adjacent to a supermarket and Fosse Way (A429). These features and the 
associated noise and traffic detract from any sense of wildness or tranquillity found within the site. 

Functional aspects: The site and its immediate context do not form part of a designated ‘Green 
Corridor’ or ‘Strategic Gap’. 

4.6  Having examined the above factors, it can be noted that the site and its immediate context 
processes features such as a sense of scenic quality and cultural heritage which contribute 
positively to its landscape value. However, the site and its immediate context are influenced by 
some detracting factors such as the existing built development and roads at the settlement edge. 

Visual Amenity 

4.7 The baseline visual study includes an understanding of the area in which the site and development 
on the site may be visible, the groups of people who may experience views, the viewpoints 
 where they may be affected and the nature of these views.  

Visual Receptors  

4.8 Visual receptors include residents; users of public rights of way, open spaces, and recreational 
 facilities; highways users; and people at their place of work. In general, the first two 
 categories (residents and rights of way users) are normally of higher susceptibility to change, 
 although the surrounding context can, in some cases, have a bearing on susceptibility.  

4.9 A series of initial photographs have been taken to help demonstrate representative views for visual 
receptors within this landscape and to aid the descriptions of landscape character. These are 
shown in Figures 8-12. Residents are judged to be of high sensitivity. It was not possible to obtain 
views from properties as they are private views, but wherever possible photographs are taken from 
publicly accessible areas to provide an understanding of their visual experience. Where this hasn’t 
been possible, professional judgment on visibility is derived through the field work analysis 
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4.10 Further field work and photographs would be undertaken as part of any planning application in the 
form of a Landscape & Visual Appraisal. 

Residents 

4.11 Views from within the site looking back at surrounding residential receptors have been included at 
Figure 12 in order to demonstrate intervisibility shared between the site and residents at Stow-on-
the-Wold. 

4.12 Residential properties with views towards the site include Edwardstow Court Care Home and 
Hawkesbury Place Retirement Development, which are located adjacent to the western site 
boundary (Viewpoint 7). Views would be heavily filtered and screened by intervening tree planting 
along the western boundary. 

4.13 Views would also be possible from properties located at the eastern edge of the Conservation Area 
and include Burford Lodge and Fosseway House. Visibility of the site is restricted to the southern 
section of the site due to the screening effects of tree cover along the western boundary of the site 
and intervening built development at Tesco (Viewpoint 8). Residential properties at the edges of 
Camp Gardens, St. Edward’s Road and King George’s Road also have slightly longer-distance 
views across the valley towards the site (Viewpoint 7). 

4.14 Jacquist’s Grange to the east is set within a landscape of mature trees, which filter and screen 
views towards the site. Views from residential properties at Broadwell, which is located 
approximately 1.2km to the east, would be effectively screened by intervening topography and 
overlapping hedgerow, tree and woodland cover.  

 Rights of Way Users 

4.15 Monarch’s Way extends along the southern boundary of the site before heading north-east through 
farmland to the east. Where the trail passes along the southern boundary of the site, it is defined 
by an embankment and tree and hedgerow cover, which effectively screens and filters views north 
towards the site (Viewpoint 2). Visibility of the site from the trail as users approach Stow-on-the-
Wold from further to the east is similarly restricted to occasional filtered views by intervening tree 
and hedgerow cover. 

4.16 Public Rights of Way HBR7, HOD3, HOD4 are located more distantly on lower-lying land within the 
wider landscape to the east of the site and extend north-south between Broadwell and Upper 
Oddington. Whilst views of the site may be possible from these Public Rights of Way and will be 
considered as part of any future Landscape and Visual Appraisal, visibility would vary due to the 
localised screening effects of intervening vegetation, topography and built development. 

Highway Users 

4.17 These receptors are of lower sensitivity as they are travelling through the landscape at speed and 
experience transient views of the landscape. These are considered to be of Medium-Low 
sensitivity. 

Broadwell Road 

Broadwell Road passes along the northern boundary of the site. Filtered views of the site are 
possible from this stretch of highway. Views from further to the east as users approach Stow-on-
the-Wold from Broadwell are effectively screened and limited to occasional glimpses by overlapping 
belts of tree and hedgerow cover along field boundaries and the road itself (Viewpoints 4 and 5).  
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A429 Fosseway 

4.18 Views of the northern boundary of the site are possible from a short section of the Fosseway as it 
passes the junction with Broadwell Road. Views are limited to filtered views of the site due to the 
tree cover to the north of the site and along the northern and western boundaries and built 
development at Tesco and Hawkesbury Place. 

A436  

4.19 Occasional longer distance views towards the site are possible from the A436 as users of the 
highway approach Stow-on-the-Wold from the south-east (Viewpoint 6). Views of the site would be 
partial and seen in the context of existing built development at the edge of the town. Visibility along 
much of this route would be heavily filtered and screened by a combination of roadside and 
intervening vegetation. The site forms a relatively small element within the view at this distance. 

Summary 

4.20 Through the preliminary baseline analysis and fieldwork, it is assessed that the existing vegetation 
to the site’s boundaries and within the local landscape help filter / screen views of the site. This is 
particularly the case to the north and west where intervening vegetation and built development 
effectively screen views towards the site. 

4.21 Visual receptors to the south include users of Monarch’s Way and residential properties at the 
settlement edge on the opposite side of the valley at Camp Gardens and Devon Gardens. This 
includes properties which are located adjacent to the Scheduled Monument. Views towards the site 
are filtered by intervening vegetation to varying degrees. 

4.22 The site is more open to potential views from visual receptors located within the wider landscape 
to the east and south-east. However, whilst expansive views in these directions are possible from 
within the site, visibility of the site from the road and public rights of way network to the east and 
south-east varies considerably due to the localised screening effects of intervening vegetation and 
topography. The site is generally seen in combination with existing built development at the 
settlement edge in these views. 

4.23 Whilst longer distance views from areas of higher ground within the AONB to the east may also be 
possible, the site would form a relatively small element within views at these distances and be seen 
in conjunction with existing built development at Stow-in-the-Wold. 

5.0 DESIGN APPROACH 

Context 

5.0 Through an analysis of landscape and visual resources, and subject to a sensitively designed 
masterplan, that includes a comprehensive green infrastructure strategy, it is considered that this 
landscape is potentially tolerant of change and has the capacity to absorb well-designed and well-
planned development. 

5.1 As part of any potential planning application, design and mitigation measures would be developed 
 and adopted as  part of the masterplanning process. This would ensure that the location, layout and 
 disposition of built uses are sensitively assimilated into the landscape, so that the impact and 
 consequential effects on landscape and visual receptors are minimised.  
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5.2 It is anticipated that a 'ground up' landscape led masterplanning approach would be adopted. This 
would ensure that the site’s principal assets (i.e. existing vegetation) are sensitively retained, and 
form the basis in which to guide the location of development.  

5.3 The design of the site would seek to address concerns raised within the SHELAA in relation to 
development on the site, including; 

• Locating built development adjacent to the existing settlement edge and avoiding 
development on areas of lower-lying land adjacent to Monarch’s Way and the Conservation 
Area; 

• Provision of high-quality landscape buffers along the southern and eastern boundaries of 
the site to mitigate effects upon views from the south and east as well as protecting 
potential views from visual receptors within the Conservation Area; 

• Setting back development from St Edward’s Well, Monarch’s Way and the Scheduled 
Monument to the south, which would help to preserve the character of the route and the 
immediate landscape setting of the site; 

• Wherever possible, existing vegetation should be retained (including existing trees along 
the northern boundary where the vehicular access is proposed) within areas of green space 
to help integrate built development within its landscape setting; 

• Enhancement of existing vegetation and new tree planting which links existing blocks and 
belts of woodland in accordance with the opportunities identified by the SHELAA. 

  Green Infrastructure 

5.4 A green infrastructure framework for the development would be adopted to enhance the landscape 
of the site. New habitats would expand upon the existing landscape features of the site, with new 
elements, in the form of woodland, hedges, trees and green space, assimilating development into 
the landscape, and minimising impacts and adverse effects on landscape character and visual 
amenity. The strategy would be focussed upon the conservation of the site’s landscape features, 
such as existing vegetation, as well as the delivery of compensatory habitats, such as new areas 
of woodland, to provide appropriate mitigation for the disruption to landscape features and help to 
mitigate potential visual effects of a development. 

 Guiding Principles 

5.5 The following provide a series of guiding principles for development, that can be developed further 
through the masterplanning and design process. 

1) To accord with the aspirations for green infrastructure and good design contained 
within the NPPF. 

2) To accord with the Policies in the Cotswolds District Local Plan (including EN1 – Built, 
Natural and Historic Environment, EN2 – Design of the Built and Natural Environment, 
EN4 – The Wider Natural and Historic Landscape, EN7 – Trees, Hedgerows and 
Woodlands, INF7 – Green Infrastructure), and the Cotswolds Design Guide (included 
within the Local Plan). 

3) To conserve, reinforce and strengthen existing site vegetation with new green 
infrastructure habitats. 
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4) To develop and deliver sensitive and well-designed strategies that address the 
development’s relationship and setting with particular components within, or close to 
the site, such as the Conservation Area and wider AONB. 

5) Respecting the site’s location within an AONB designated landscape and ensuring a 
suitably sensitively designed development is proposed. 

6) Providing a buffer of open space within the south and east of the site to include 
woodland planting and enhanced access. This will create a soft edge to the settlement 
and help visually enclose the development. 

7) Setting development back from the site’s southern edge to help protect views from the 
Conservation Area and St. Edward’s Well. 

8) Locating development parcels and housing plots so that they actively face green 
spaces. This would ensure that development has a positive relationship with the site’s 
landscape features and context. 

9) Ensuring that the development’s green infrastructure is multifunctional in its design 
and management, so that it performs a range of functions, to include benefits for 
recreation, biodiversity, drainage and climate change; 

10) To sub-divide built development areas with new green space corridors. These would 
form new wildlife habitats that can connect with existing field boundary vegetation as 
well as providing opportunities for informal recreation and pedestrian connectivity 
around the site. 

11) To minimise impacts and adverse effects upon landscape character and visual amenity 
by establishing a green infrastructure framework that: 

a) protects, conserves and enhances landscape features of particular value; 

b)   delivers compensatory landscape features, such as new woodland, hedges and 
trees, that will provide appropriate mitigation for any loss or disruption as a 
consequence of the introduction of built development and infrastructure; 

c)  introduces a variety of connected new habitats and landscape features to provide 
long term enhancements for biodiversity and recreation; 

d)  to ‘soften’ and filter views of built development through the use of new planting, 
and to establish a strong green edge to the development’s eastern and southern 
edge. 

6.0 SUMMARY  

6.0 The site comprises agricultural land with hedgerows and trees and is located on the north-eastern 
edge of Stow-on-the-Wold. The site and the surrounding landscape fall within the Cotswolds AONB. 
The settlement edge of Stow-on-the-Wold to the west and south influences the site’s landscape 
character. 

6.1 Through the preliminary baseline analysis and fieldwork, it is assessed that the site is generally 
screened to views from the north and west by existing vegetation and that visual receptors are 
primarily located to the south and east of the site. Whilst expansive views in these directions are 
possible from within the site, visibility of the site from the road and public rights of way network to 
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the east and south-east varies due to the localised screening effects of intervening vegetation and 
topography. There is also the potential for longer distance views from visual receptors located on 
areas of higher ground within the AONB to the east. However, the site would form a relatively small 
element within views at these distances and be seen in the context of existing settlement within the 
AONB. 

6.2 The creation of a green infrastructure framework of new habitats would expand upon the existing 
landscape features of the site, with new green infrastructure, in the form of woodland, hedges, trees 
and green space, assimilating development into the landscape, and minimising impacts and 
adverse effects on landscape character and visual amenity. Any development would need to 
respect the site’s characteristics and context including its location within the AONB. 

6.3 Through an analysis of landscape and visual resources, and subject to a sensitively designed 
masterplan and green infrastructure strategy, it is considered that the site and its landscape context 
is tolerant of change and has the capacity to absorb well-designed and well-planned development 
without resulting in any unacceptable long-term landscape and visual harm. Furthermore, 
environmental benefits, such as new green infrastructure, can be delivered. 
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Photo Viewpoint 1
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 13:49
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: East

Photo Viewpoint 1 (continued from above)

Photo Viewpoint 1: View east from Fosse Way
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Figure 8

PHOTO VIEWPOINT 1

Hawkesbury PlaceTree cover to west of siteFosse Way (A429)

Vegetation along northern 
site boundary Tree cover to west of siteBroadwell Road Fosse Way (A429)
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Photo Viewpoint 2
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 13:55
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: North

Photo Viewpoint 2: View north from Monarch’s Way

Photo Viewpoint 2 (continued from above)

Figure 9

PHOTO VIEWPOINT 2

Vegetation along southern boundarySt Edward’s Well

Existing vegetation along Monarch’s Way / southern 
boundary of site Monarch’s Way
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Photo Viewpoint 3
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 14:05
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: South-west

Photo Viewpoint 4
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 15:23
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: South-west

Photo Viewpoint 3: View south-west from Monarch’s Way

Photo Viewpoint 4: View south-west from Broadwell Road

Figure 10

PHOTO VIEWPOINTS 3 & 4

Jacquist’s Grange

Jacquist’s Grange
Vegetation along eastern boundary of 

field of which site forms a part

Vegetation along eastern boundary of 
field of which site forms a part
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Photo Viewpoint 5
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 15:29
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: West

Photo Viewpoint 5: View west from Broadwell Road

Photo Viewpoint 6: View north-west from A436

Figure 11

PHOTO VIEWPOINTS 5 & 6

Photo Viewpoint 6
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 14:59
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: North-west

Residential property off 
Broadwell Road

Approximate Direction 
of the Site

The Holistics Academy 
at Broadwell Hill

Properties at eastern edge 
of Stow-on-the-Wold

Vegetation along western 
boundary of site

Residential development at 
Griffin Close
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Photo Viewpoint 7
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 14:37
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: South-west

Photo Viewpoint 8
Date & time of photo: 09 March 2022, 14:59
Camera make & model, & sensor format: 
Canon EOS 6D, FFS
Horizontal Field of View: 87º
Direction of View: South-west

Photo Viewpoint 7: View south-east from within site towards southern and western boundaries

Photo Viewpoint 8: View south-west from within site towards south-western boundary and Fosseway House

Figure 12

PHOTO VIEWPOINTS 7 & 8

Fosseway HouseFosse LodgeBurford Lodge

Hawkesbury PlaceTesco behind trees Hedgerow within site
Residential development at St Edward’s 

Field and King George’s Field
Residential development at Camp 

Gardens Tree cover along western boundary
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